Book Report Project Ideas
Due: 12/14/2020 *Length of all projects a minimum of 500 words.
● Casting Calls: select people (fictional, famous, or otherwise) to play the roles of the
characters as if you were casting a movie version of the story. Explain which character
traits were considered for each selection and why you picture the character as this
person; 500 words.
● Collages: create a poster board collage related to one (or more) theme(s) of the book.
Try to illustrate the theme using only pictures, the viewer should be able to recognise
what it’s about just by looking at your poster without having to ask. Images can be hand
drawn, printed, or clipped from a magazine/newspaper. Explain why each image
represents the theme to you in 500 words.
● Editorials: provide an opinion as if you were an expert about a hot topic in this book’s
universe, or discuss a conflict between the characters as if you were a gossip columnist.
Remember that good writers, even when persuading people, present all sides of a story
and not just one person’s perspective. 500 words.
● Newscasts: create a script for a news program covering any big event in the story.
Deliver important information about the event; who, what, where, when, and why?
Newscast can be a prerecorded clip, presented live, or you can submit a 500-word
minimum script.
● Pen-pals: write 4 letters to and from important characters in the story. You can also
make 6 postcards instead of letters, but postcards must have pictures representing
important parts of the story. 500 words.
● Yearbooks: create a yearbook that shows the characters and events from the story. You
must have 4 pages; yearbook photos with names and a quote for each character, a
superlative page, a club page, and an important events page. Images can be hand
drawn, printed, or clipped from a magazine/newspaper. 500 words.
● Soundtracks: create a soundtrack for a movie version of this book. Most soundtracks
have at least 6 songs that match the mood of major events in the story. Must include a
cover and back page design (like a CD case). Use actual songs but they must be school
appropriate/clean versions. Explain why you feel each song matches each event in 500
words.
● Website/social media: design a website or social media that characters from this book
would’ve had. Must include at least 5 images. Make sure you include at least 3 of their
recently made posts, written in character. 500 words.

